
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In diesem Beitrag werden die Klangcharakteristika
von sechs Doppelflöten mesoamerikanischer Kultu-
ren sowie einer modernen Doppelflöte aus meiner
eigenen Serie diskutiert. Varationen im Anblas-
druck ermöglichen bei Doppelflöten mit Grif-
flöchern erweiterte klangliche Möglichkeiten,
während derartige Variationen bei Doppelpfeifen
ohne Grifflöcher die einzige spieltechnische Varia-
ble darstellen. Varationen im Anblasdruck, um
eine bestimmte Klanglichkeit hervorzurufen,
waren in den vorspanischen Kulturen sicherlich
wichtiger als festgelegte Tonhöhen, Intervallab-
stände und Melodien zu erzielen. Eine Vielzahl
hochfrequenter Doppelflöten zählen zu den Fun-
den verschiedener mesoamerikanischer Kulturen.
Auf diesen Instrumenten sind leicht Kombinati-
onstöne hervorzubringen, die starke psychoakusti-
sche Effekte auslösen können. Analysen haben
gezeigt, dass Kombinationstöne unter Umständen
auch eine physikalische Präsenz haben können und
nicht nur durch eine nicht-lineare Erwiderung der
Basilarmembran oder der Hörrinde hervorgerufen
werden. Vielleicht nehmen wir in der Wahrneh-
mung solcher Klangeffekte das war, was in der vor-
spanischen Welt einmal als Stimme einer Gottheit
aufgefasst wurde.  

Long before Europeans identified the phenome-
non of combination tones as ‘Tartini tones’, multi-
ple flutes from preclassic and classic prehispanic
cultures were being made that produce strong het-
erodyne/combination tones1. Many double and
some triple whistles and ocarinas survive, as well
as double, some triple and occasionally quadruple
tubular flutes. Sets of flutes may also have been
designed to produce these tones when played
together2.

This article consists of photographs, record-
ings, discussions, and sonograms of seven double
flutes: a West Mexican double flute (Fig. 1) in the
collection at Fowler Museum, the University of

California, Los Angeles; a Rawcliffe double flute
inspired by prehispanic flutes (Fig. 2); a double
whistle from Colima, West Mexico (Fig. 3), at
Fowler Museum; three double flutes (Figs. 4–5)
from a private collection, a double whistle from
Veracruz, a double whistle from Honduras, and a
double whistle from Jaina, Campeche3; and a dou-
ble ocarina from Belize (Fig. 6), also at Fowler
Museum. Not unexpectedly, many questions
emerged; some were answered; others have yet to
be. 

1 BEATS

Both beats and heterodyne tones are produced
through an interaction between two source tones4.
Beats or fluctuations in loudness are heard as a
pulsing vibrato, a result of two tones of slightly
different frequencies and similar amplitude levels
(decibel or dB) being played together. 

Imagine two tones being played that are 15 Hz
or less apart in frequency, causing an interaction
between their two waves. “[…] Pressure displace-
ments occur which are the sum and difference of
the amplitudes [loudness] of the two waves.
Where the crests of one set of waves coincide with
the crests of another set, the amplitude is increased
[…]. Where the crests of one set fall on the troughs
of the other, i.e. they are 180° out of phase, the two
will cancel one another […].”5

“[…] the resultant wave will sound loud when
the two components are in phase and soft or

1 The terms ‘heterodyne tones’ and ‘combination tones’ can
be used interchangeably.

2 Both (2005, 36–122) includes an extensive documentation
of several groups of high pitched Aztec flutes, found
together in the same burial caches at Tenochtitlan.

3 Rawcliffe 2002.
4 I use the term ‘source’ tones etc. to mean the actual sounds

produced by a double flute or a set of flutes. 
5 Truax 1999, http://www.sfu.ca/sonic-studio/handbook/

Interference.html, retrieved March 1, 2008. 
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absent when they are out of phase […]. We should
hear a wave of intermediate frequency, getting reg-
ularly louder and softer.”6

At the start of Track 1, with all holes closed,
the West Mexican double flute has a lovely vibrato
or beat. The frequency of one flute is about 565
Hz and the other, 568 Hz; the resulting beat pulses
from loud to soft about 31⁄2 times per second. Its
sonogram (Fig. 7) shows a single frequency with
regular harmonics. The black line below repre-
sents the amplitude; on it, the loud/soft pulse is
evident.

“So long as the frequency difference […] is less
than about 10 Hz, the beats are easily perceived.
When [the frequency difference] exceeds 15 Hz,
the beat sensation disappears, and a characteristic
roughness appears. As [it] increases still further, a
point is reached at which the “fused” tone at the
average frequency gives way to two tones […].”7

2 HETERODYNE/COMBINATION
TONES

“Heterodyne tones can be produced either within
the head, through a nonlinear response of the basi-
lar membrane of the ear or the auditory cortex, or
by an external, nonlinear source, including two
interacting nonlinear sources. Two jet streams
from adjacent independent mouthpieces of a dou-
ble flute can, in principle, interact directly to gen-
erate a heterodyne tone; the mechanism for this is
currently unknown. Their strength will decrease
rapidly with increasing separation of the jets.”8 It
is possible that some of these double flutes may
simultaneously produce both an internal psychoa-
coustic difference tone, and a physical difference
tone created by the jet streams. 

“A non-linear system is one where […] a pro-
portional relationship between input and output
does not hold […]. The result of the non-linear
characteristics of the ear is the addition of harmon-
ics when the incoming sound is of sufficient inten-
sity […].”9 The threshold at which difference
tones can be heard varies greatly between individ-
uals, and depends on the proximity of the generat-
ing sounds and on their intensity. Our ears are
most sensitive within the range of about
1,000–5,000 Hz, particularly 2,000–4,000 Hz.
Most, but not all, prehispanic globular flutes10 fall
within this range, as does the second register of
many tubular flutes. The flutes discussed in this
article are loud and their difference tones are quite
pronounced.

There are considered to be two general types of
heterodyne/combination tones. Difference tones
are created by subtracting variations of the fre-
quencies of the source pitches being played. Sum-

mation tones are created by adding variations of
the same. 

“If two sine or pure tones are played, one high
(x) and the other low (y), at a sufficient intensity
level, the combination tone usually heard is the
difference tone, (x-y). For example, if the two
tones are 2000 Hz and 1500 Hz, [or 4/3, a perfect
fourth,] the difference tone will be 500 Hz”11, two
octaves below the higher tone. If the frequencies
are related in a simple whole number ratio (e.g.
4/3, 3/2 etc.), the difference tones will be harmonic
relatives of the source frequencies. Another possi-
blity is 2y-x, here 3000–2000 or 3⁄2, a perfect fifth,
producing the difference tone 1000 Hz, an octave
below 2000 Hz. On most of the the spectra and
sonograms of the double globular flutes, frequen-
cy lines appear that are not found in those of the
flutes played separately; one of them seems to be
that of the 2y-x difference tone. These additional
lines are inaudible, perhaps because their tones are
so close in frequency to the sounds of the flutes
themselves. 

Examples of summation tones of frequencies
‘x’ and ‘y’ include (x+y) or (2x+y). If the two tones
are 2000 Hz and 1500 Hz, the summation tone
will be 3500 Hz. “If the response of the ear is non-
linear, summation as well difference tones ought to
be generated, but no one has presented convincing
evidence that even simple sum tones [x+y] can be
heard, not to mention other summation tones
[…].” 12 “Looked at on a log scale (which the ear
does), one can see that the difference tones are well
separated while the summation tones usually fall
in a forest of harmonics. So perhaps they are better
heard if the combining tones are sine waves.” 13

The deviations in structure between the two
ears is small but significant, and each ear responds
differently to sounds. For listeners, as they turn
their heads and as players move in space, the
sound arrives at each ear along a constantly chang-
ing path. Audience members typically describe
difference tones as having a physical presence
inside their brains, slicing from one ear to the
other, moving their eardrums.

It is generally accepted that combination tones
are a psychoacoustic phenomena produced within

6 Wolfe 2003–2008, http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/
beats. html, retrieved March 1, 2008. 

7 Rossing 1990, 147.
8 Joe Wolfe (personal communication, January 2008).
9 Truax 1999, http://www.sfu.ca/sonic-studio/handbook/

Linear.html, retrieved March 1, 2008.
10 Globular flutes can be either whistles with no fingerholes,

or ocarinas with one or more fingerholes. 
11 Truax 1999, http://www.sfu.ca/sonic-studio/handbook/

Combination_Tones.html, retrieved March 1, 2008.
12 Rossing 1990, 153–154.
13 Joe Wolfe (private communication, January 2008).
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the ears and should not show up in a sonogram,
unless the recording process is at fault. However,
when looking at these sonograms, I was surprised
to see lines that seemed to represent difference
tones. Therefore, they somehow had to be physi-
cally present. Many factors supported this idea.

Where present, the difference tone line’s move-
ment in a sonogram mirrors that of its heard tone.
Although some guess work is involved, their mea-
sured frequencies generally agree with the formu-
la, x-y. Sonograms of the individual whistles show
none of these x-y frequencies. 

The Rawcliffe double flute produces three
combination tones, one that rises with increased
air pressure and a higher tone that decreases, plus a
very high buzz. Although only the first tone is vis-
ible on the sonogram (Fig. 9), all three tones can be
heard (Track 2), both on the recording and live in
my studio. Therefore, they were not introduced
by the recording process.

Furthermore, there were three different
recording sessions for these flutes. Scott Wilkin-
son14 served as the recording engineer for three
double flutes from the collections at Fowler Muse-
um, UCLA. The Rawcliffe double flute was
recorded by Art Valdez and Larry Richardson15.
The remaining three prehispanic flutes were
recorded for a previous article16.

Why are the difference tones visible with some
and not all of these instruments? If produced with-
in the ear or brain, they will not be visible. Low
frequency and low energy difference tones may
also not not visible. Performance simplicity helps;
where one interval was played and varied with air
pressure only, the difference tones and source fre-
quencies can be most clearly identified.

This article is in part a record of my search to
discover why the difference tones appear on their
respective sonograms. Given that heterodyne/
combination tones can be created both by internal
and external nonlinear interactions, perhaps these
sonograms are registering the physical difference
tone produced by the nonlinear interaction of the
jet streams in the mouthpieces of these flutes. I am
grateful to Dr. Joe Wolfe for his clarification
through email correspondence and for including
additional information on his thorough web site on
musical acoustics17. Additional work will hopeful-
ly be done to further understand these issues.

3 PLAYING DOUBLE FLUTES

By blowing harder and softer, a flute’s pitch or fre-
quency will rise and fall with the air pressure; each
flute will react uniquely. Mouthpieces that
respond identically to air pressure can be challeng-
ing to make; minuscule construction details can

make big differences to the sound. One of the
flutes of a double is usually more responsive to air
pressure changes, resulting in greater alterations in
its frequency. Air pressure changes are the only
performance variable for double whistles, and the
sounds of the two chambers diverge and converge,
resulting in beats, rough tones, difference tones,
and with diminished air pressure, whistle/edge
tones18. 

To play a flute with multiple fingerholes from
low to high usually requires a controlled increase
in the air pressure to keep a ‘centered’ timbre or to
play a particular pitch. Low tones typically need
less air than high ones and are more responsive to
air pressure changes. With doubles, it can be tricky
to play the lowest pitch of one flute and the high-
est of the other, especially if it’s important to keep
their interval in tune. Blowing harder often causes
the lower pitch to increase more than does the
higher (see Tab. 3); more air pressure should cause
a smaller interval and more, a larger one. Thus,
intervals can be altered through variations in air
pressure. If a particular interval is desired, the top
frequency can be tuned to play a little sharp. 

When a simple whole number interval (such as
a perfect fifth – 3/2) is played on a double flute, the
fundamentals, difference tones and partials will
generally be harmonically related. Subtle alter-
ations in air pressure can pull intervals in and out
of ‘tune’; this movement between an enharmonic
and a harmonic interval can be felt. Small changes
in the source intervals can make large changes in

14 “I have been an active sound engineer for 25 years. For this
project, I used a Rode NT4 stereo microphone, which can
handle sound pressure levels up to 143 dBA. Next in the
chain was an Apogee Mini Me stereo mic preamp and A/D
converter, which sent a 16-bit/44.1 kHz stereo digital sig-
nal via coaxial S/PDIF to a Marantz CDR300 CD recorder.
I monitored the levels to ensure that the amps were not
overdriven; there was no clipping at any time.” (Scott
Wilkinson, private communication, August 2007).

15 “The audio signal from a pair of Audio Technica AE3000
large condenser microphones was sent to 2 channels on an
Allen and Heath ML3000 mixing console. Once levels
were set to reduce any chance of digital clipping from a
“hot” signal, the output was run through a Bellari com-
pressor/limiter, then burned to CD via an Alesis Master-
link 2 Track CD recorder.” (Larry Richardson, private
communication, August 2007).

16 Rawcliffe 2002.
17 Wolfe 2003–2008, http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/mus-

FAQ.html#heterodyne, retrieved March 1, 2008. 
18 Whistle and edge tones are heard when blowing very softly,

often at the end of a phrase. “There is considerable confusion
between the two, probably because both are played very
softly. However, the difference can be clearly heard […]. The
frequency of oscillation of a whistle tone is always fixed at a
passive resonance of the flute and jumps from resonance to
resonance as the [air] jet speed increases, while the frequency
of an edge tone rises continuously as the speed of the jet
increases.” (Wolfe 2003-2008, http://www.phys. unsw.
edu.au/jw/musFAQ.html#WT, retrieved March 1, 2008).
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the frequency of a difference tone. If frequency x
is 2200 and y is 2100 Hz, the x-y difference tone
will be 100 Hz; if frequency y is decreased to
2000 Hz, it will be 200 Hz, an octave above the
first difference tone. Enhanced performance possi-
bilities can result from air pressure manipulation
of intervals and their difference tones.

A profound control of breath and thus of air
pressure is an extremely important facility for all
wind instrument players. With some prehispanic
flutes, it is either the only available or the neces-
sary technique for producing a marvelous range of
timbre. On these double flutes, air pressure adjust-
ment is the necessary technique for adjusting
intervals and difference tones and for the double
whistles, is indeed the only available performance
technique. Similarly, for the flutes that Both19 and
Velázquez20 call noise aerophones, it is the only
available technique, and for the large category that
Rawcliffe calls chamber duct flutes, the necessary
one21. Similarly, hoods around the mouthpieces of
flutes22 usually limit their range while increasing
the flute’s capacity to produce a wonderful variety
of timbres, again through air pressure adjustment.
Thus, breath and air pressure change the timbre,
intervals and difference tones on many flutes, and
for them, was surely more important than tonal
range or potential melodies.

3.1 DIFFERENCE TONE MELODIES

When double flutes have fingerholes, their differ-
ence tones can be used to play a melody which
interacts with the sounds of the source tones. To
indicate the possibilities, recordings of short per-
formances on three double flutes have been
included. On each, at least three sounds are heard:
the difference tone and the two flutes. On Track 1,
the Classic double flute from West Mexico is
played in the second register23 by Scott Wilkinson.
The difference tone melodies of the Rawcliffe dou-
ble flute and the Belize double ocarina are both
played by Rawcliffe.

4 TECHNICAL CAVEATS

In 2006, we24 had three hours in which to record
four multiple flutes from the collection in Fowler
Museum at the University of California, Los
Angeles, three of which are included here. There-
fore, mistakes and omissions were made. The
Classic West Mexican double flute needs further
recordings of the sounds of the individual flutes,
air pressure variations, and additional intervals. Its
lovely sound can be heard in two representative
samples, but with four holes on each flute and

about 2 1⁄2 registers, it was not possible to document
it sufficiently for extensive discussion in this arti-
cle. Information about another West Mexican dou-
ble flute was not included; I found it difficult to
place my fingers on its tiny, closely spaced holes,
and thus, difficult to play.

There is no evidence of codified prehispanic
scales and I do not wish to imply any. Even the
sounds played on a prehispanic flute today may
not be those of the past. Pitch or wax, if used to
tune a hole, would leave no record. Slight chipping
around the aperture of the mouthpiece might
affect the pitch of the fundamental frequency. Nor
do we know a flute’s fingering pattern. 

A spectrum from a flute depends on a particu-
lar performance and on the point in time from
which the slice was taken; frequencies and decibel
levels vary over time with air pressure, within the
range for a fingering position. The decibel level
also depends on the microphone placement; there-
fore, the dB data is for comparison only. In addi-
tion, where indicated, I tried to find the maximum
and minimum dB and frequency or air pressure
levels, but may not have always succeeded. Infor-
mation can also potentially be lost or altered
throughout a recording and playback process.
While analysis is an important aid to our under-
standing, it may create the illusion that we know a
sound; listening remains the key.

5 SONOGRAM INFORMATION

These sonograms were made using the sound
analysis program Amadeus Pro on my Mac Power
Book. The vertical line on the left represents
Hertz, the horizontal line is time. The bottom
black line represents the amplitude. The horizon-
tal bar found on several sonograms may be a 60 or
120 Hz electrical hum. The cloud like forms at the
bottom of the sonogram probably represent air
noise. Vertical bars from top to bottom in the
sonogram are from breathing. Additional frequen-
cies hidden within a sound are represented by
thicker lines on both the source pitches and the

19 Both 2005, “aerófonos de ruido”, 29–32, 159–178.
20 Velázquez 2006. 
21 Rawcliffe 1992, 52–57; Rawcliffe 2002, 259–260, 267.
22 Rawcliffe 1992, 42–43; Rawcliffe 2007, 47–49, 53. 
23 On tubular flutes, the fundamental frequencies of each fin-

gering position form the first register; blowing a little hard-
er produces the second register; blowing a little harder still,
the third, if available; and similarly the fourth. Other than
hooded ones most prehispanic tubular flutes overblow
some tones at least into the third register. 

24 Thanks to Scott Wilkinson for help with recording and
playing, and to Linda O’Brien for her musicological exper-
tise and assistance.
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difference tones. Hearing difference tones depends
on our ears, our familiarity with the sounds, and
the playback volume.

The setting for all sonograms was as follows:
Maximum Frequency: 22050; FFT size: 16384;
Blackman Windowing; Image size: 512; Logarith-
mic frequency scale; pixels / semitone: 4. The
range and gain scales were varied to best illustrate
the sound. DB levels were derived from the spec-
tra and are sometimes included for comparison
between the sounds of one flute. The sonogram
samples of the Belize – Maya double ocarina were
cut from the longer selection; to facilitate the com-
parison of the sound to its sonogram, they are
repeated in Track 9. For the other flutes, the sono-
gram samples are complete phrases from breath to
breath, and their positions are described. The
length in time for all sonogram samples includes
added silence on both ends. Except as noted, the
individual flute sounds were recorded first, fol-
lowed by the double sound.

For two of the flutes, sonograms of the individ-
ual whistles were included: the Jaina – Maya dou-
ble whistle, Figures 14 and 15, and the Belize –
Maya double ocarina, Figures 17 and 18. Addi-
tional lines above and below the lines from the
source tones are visible on sonograms and spectra
of three of the double flutes: Ulua – Maya, Jaina –
Maya and Belize – Maya. These additional lines
are not present on the sonograms or spectra of
their individual flutes, and are therefore a product
of the interaction of the two source sounds. These
lines are also absent from the sonograms and spec-
tra of the other four flutes: the Rawcliffe and West
Mexico double flutes; the double whistle from
Colima, which lacks a difference tone; and the
double whistle from Veracruz, which has a wide
spread between its two primary frequencies.

6 INSTRUMENTS

6.1 DOUBLE FLUTE, WEST MEXICO

At the start of Track 1, with all holes closed on both
flutes, the West Mexican double flute (Fig. 1) has a
lovely vibrato or beat. The frequency of one flute is
about 565 Hz and the other, 568 Hz; the resulting
beat pulses from loud to soft about 3 1⁄2 times per
second. Figure 7 shows a single frequency with reg-
ular harmonics. The black line below represents the
amplitude; on it, the loud/soft pulse is evident.

Figures 8 and 9 are sonograms of the difference
tone melody of the West Mexican flute played in
the second register. The melodies of each of these
two phrases heard on Track 1 is distinct and is mir-
rored by faint lines seen above 320 Hz on the
respective sonograms. I have yet to identify the

sources of the other lines, including the primary
frequencies and partials.

6.2 DOUBLE FLUTE, RAWCLIFFE

Track 2 of the Rawcliffe double flute (Fig. 2)
begins with two interval phrases varied only with
air pressure, and continues with a recording of a
difference tone melody with fingering variations
and their heterodyne/difference tones. In the
sonogram, Figure 10, a difference tone is visible
above 320 Hz that rises with increasing air pres-
sure and falls with decreasing air pressure. A high-
er difference tone, not visible on the sonogram, has
a contrary motion; its source is unknown, as is the
source of an additional very high pitched buzz.

6.3 DOUBLE WHISTLE FROM COLIMA,
WEST MEXICO, CLASSIC PERIOD

The lower whistle of this double whistle (Fig. 3)
ranges in frequency from 2363–2933 Hz, and -5.1
to -24.8 dB; the higher one ranges from 2490–2716
Hz and -35.0 to -21.0 dB. The two frequencies are
close; at 3’, one frequency is 2504 Hz, -29.9 dB and
the higher is 2545 Hz, and -22.3 dB, 41 Hz apart;
at 6’, the lower frequency is 2601 Hz, -29.9 dB, the
higher is 2672 Hz, -21.0 dB, 71 Hz apart. No dif-
ference tone is heard25; it has a small but varied
soundscape. On the sonogram (Fig. 11) and on
Track 3, the two whistles begin with a unison; with
increasing air pressure, the tones separate slightly,
the line thickens, a buzz is heard and then a low
difference tone is almost heard. At about maxi-
mum pressure, the sound of one whistle stops,
leaving a single sound. Diminishing air pressure
produces a buzz again, followed by an edge tone at
the end. 

6.4 DOUBLE WHISTLE26 FROM VERA-
CRUZ, LATE CLASSIC PERIOD, NOPI-
LOA II, A.D. 600–750

The whistle (Figs. 4a, 5) has a frequency approxi-
mately three times the fundamental of the ocarina.
Track 4 begins with the individual flutes. At about
average air pressure for both, the ocarina’s fre-
quency is 1264 Hz and with its one hole opened,
1687 Hz; the whistle varies from 3423–4071 Hz. In
Figure 12, the use of the ocarina’s fingerhole is

25 Perhaps because the air jets are on opposite sides of the tiny
whistle body, i.e., they are not adjacent. See Figure 3. See
also the Ulua – Maya double whistle.

26 Rawcliffe 2002, 256–257, 262.
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seen in the variations of the dark lower line, mir-
rored by the faint lines of its partials above and
below the whistle’s dark upper line, whose partials
are also visible above. The frequencies of the two
sets of partials are multiples of the whistle and oca-
rina’s tones. A slight fluttering sound is heard at
the beginning of this selection, possibly a differ-
ence tone. Edge tones are seen and heard at the
end.

6.5 TWO MAYA DOUBLE WHISTLES,
PRIVATE COLLECTION27

These examples illustrate two possibilities for the
x-y difference tone of a double flute, depending
on whether the higher or lower pitch is the more
responsive to air pressure changes. In the first
case, the interval between the flutes will increase
with air pressure increases and decrease with
decreases, producing a difference tone that varies
in tandem with air pressure and the pitch of the
upper whistle. If the reverse is true, the interval
between the flutes’ tones will converge when the
air pressure increases and diverge when it decreas-
es, producing a difference tone with contrary
motion to the air pressure and the rising pitch of
the lower whistle.

With close high frequencies, if one pitch
increases more rapidly than the other, a beat or
rough tone is first heard; if they diverge sufficient-
ly, a very low difference tone might appear, rising
in frequency with continuing air pressure increas-
es, until one or both sounds stop, or on tubular
flutes, change to another register.

6.5.1 Double whistle, Ulua – Maya from
Honduras, Late Classic period

The close frequencies of the whistles of this double
flute (Fig. 4b) produce a buzz and a low difference
tone. At about minimum air pressure, the lower
one is 855 Hz, -42 dB, while the higher is 899 Hz,
46.0 dB; here, the x-y difference tone is 44 Hz. At
close to maximum, the lower frequency is 1071
Hz, -18.1 dB while the higher is 1156 Hz, 28.1 dB,
with a difference tone of 85 Hz. The high one is
more responsive to air pressure changes than the
lower; by blowing harder the whistles’ lines
diverge and their interval increases. The resulting
difference tone rises with increasing and and falls
with decreasing air pressure. This tone is not visi-
ble on the sonogram, perhaps because its frequen-
cy is so low. Faint lines can be seen above and
below the lines of the two whistle tones and of
some partials, especially the second. A spectrum at
about maximum air pressure shows five frequency
peaks, including the whistles’ sounds. These addi-

tional frequencies are inaudible, probably masked
by sounds of the louder source tones.

6.5.2 Double whistle, Jaina – Maya, 
A.D. 700–900

The difference tone produced by this double whis-
tle (Fig. 4c), Track 6, Figure 16, moves in contrary
motion to air pressure changes. With increasing air
pressure, the lower frequency rises at a faster rate
than the higher and the two lines converge. The
resulting difference tone descends with air pres-
sure increases, as is seen in its bird-like shape
above 100 Hz. About 3.5” into the sonogram, the
higher frequency is 1282 Hz and the lower is
1159 Hz; the projected difference tone is 123 Hz.
The thicker spot in the line below measures 117–
123 Hz. Faint lines below and above the funda-
mental tones and their partials show up clearly
here. The lower of these lines seems to correspond
with the frequencies of the inaudible difference
tone, 2y-x28. There are edge tones before and after
the main sounds.

Neither sonogram of the individual ocarinas
(Figs. 14–15) has a line representing this x-y differ-
ence tone nor are there additional lines above and
below that of the source frequency.

6.6 Double ocarina (Fig. 6), Belize –
Maya, Postclassic period 

All sounds were recorded first with steady air
pressure, then from minimal to maximal and back.
The individual ocarinas are on Track 7, first left
then right, except for air pressure variations for
L4; their frequencies are given in Table 1. With
two fingerholes per ocarina, there are sixteen pos-
sible interval combinations on this double ocarina,
although air pressure and fingering variations can
produce more. The intervals are on Track 8, except
for the steady air pressure intervals for L4; while
the left fingers held one position, the right played
in sequence: all holes closed – distal opened –
proximal opened – all opened. I chose this
sequence because for me, it was the most musical.
For the sonograms, short samples were cut from

27 Rawcliffe 2002, 256–257, 262.
28 On the spectra at the given times, the frequencies of the

whistles, that of the lower line, and the 2y-x frequency: 
at 2”: 987 and 1145 Hz, the measured difference tone ‘F’ =
833 Hz,; as computed, 1974 – 1145 = 829 Hz.
at 3”: 1103 and 1240 Hz, the measured difference tone ‘F’ =
966 Hz; as computed 2206 – 1240 = 966 Hz.
at 4”: 1127 and 1258 Hz, the measured difference tone 'F' =
1000 Hz; as computed 2254 – 1258 = 996 Hz.
at 5”: 1016 and 1167 Hz, the measured difference tone 'F' =
865 Hz; as computed 2032 – 1167 = 865 Hz 
(Note, the frequency of the lower pitch increases more
than that of the higher pitch.)
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the longer selection of the given interval and are
repeated on Track 9 (Fig. 20). Track 10 records the
difference tone melody.

The frequencies of this double ocarina fall
within a sensitive area of our hearing, and the dif-
ference tone is prominent in three of these four
intervals; the exception is a unison. As on the
sonograms of the Honduras and Jaina double
whistles, Figures 13 and 16, other than the unison
of interval L4 & R3, the sonograms of this double
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ocarina show additional lines above and below the
primary frequency lines and some of their partials.
Again, the sounds are inaudible, and the lower of
these lines seems to be described by the formula,
2y-x. 

In the sonogram (Fig. 19) of interval L1 & R3,
the lower pitch increases more with air pressure,
and the frequencies converge; in Table 2, between
0.4” to 1.0”, the frequency of the right chamber
increases 99 Hz, and that of the left increases 174

Intervals: L1 fixed; Individual frequencies; (x – y) difference 
R1 – R4 varied frequency range with tone

air pressure changes

L 1.) both holes closed 1447 Hz at -23.0 dB; 1378 – 1577 Hz 156 Hz
R 1.) both holes closed 1603 Hz at -23.4 dB; 1547 – 1736 Hz 
L 1.) both holes closed 1471 Hz at -22.1 dB; 1405 – 1577 Hz; 420 Hz
R 2.) distal hole open 1891 Hz at -28.5 dB; 1804 – 1947 Hz
L 1.) both holes closed 1489 Hz at -24.5 dB; 1405 – 1608 Hz; 269 Hz
R 3.) proximal hole open 1758 Hz at -21.6 dB; 1703 – 1840 Hz 
L 1.) both holes closed 1509 Hz at -22.5 dB; 1378 – 1640 Hz; 528 Hz
R 4.) all holes open 2037 Hz at -22.2 dB; 1912 – 2105 Hz

Tab. 3 Post Classic Belize – Maya double ocarina: frequencies of the intervals L1 and R1 – R4. Those of L1 increase
as successive holes are opened in the right ocarina. (See also Section 3)

Spectra from Higher frequency, Lower frequency, Frequency  Difference tones: 
the location or x or y of x – y from the spectra;  
in time from the sonograms 

0.4” 1735 Hz, -24.7 dB 1465 Hz, -22.1 dB 270 Hz 271 Hz, -70.4 dB;
266 – 277 Hz

1.0” 1834 Hz, -16.2 dB 1639 Hz, -28.6 dB 195 Hz 198 Hz, -70.7 dB;
182 – 237 Hz

1.2” 1867 Hz, -17.2 dB
1.6” 1824 Hz, -15.8 dB 1620 Hz, -25.0 dB 204 Hz 206 Hz, -63.3 dB;

182 – 214 Hz

Tab. 2 Postclassic Belize – Maya double ocarina: interval L1 & R3, frequencies and dB from the spectra at the
indicated time.

Tab. 1 Postclassic Belize – Maya double ocarina: frequencies for the fingerings of the left and right flutes. The left
ocarina’s sound stops at maximum air pressure.

Fingering positions Variations in air pressure
Left: L 1 – 4  Right: R 1 – 4 

L 1) both holes closed 1364 – 1571 Hz at -38.9 to -24.1 dB 
L 2) distal hole open 1591 – 1752 Hz at -31.6 to -25.7 dB 
L 3) proximal hole open 1601 – 1816 Hz at -33.7 to -30.6 dB 
L 4) both holes open 1753 – 1779 Hz at -23.4 dB (from the 

steady air pressure selection)
R 1) both holes closed 1570 – 1780 Hz at -26.7 to -18.9 dB 
R 2) distal hole open 1903 – 2080 Hz at -33.8 to -17.9 dB 
R 3) proximal hole open 1666 – 1934 Hz at -36.9 to -17.3 dB 
R 4) both holes open 1973 – 2166 Hz at -35.3 to -19.4 dB



Hz. The low difference tone band starts just below
320 Hz; it decreases in frequency with increased
air pressure, stops along with the lower ocarina,
returning with diminishing air pressure. Neither
sonogram of the individual ocarinas (Figs. 17–18)
has a line representing this x-y difference tone nor
do they show additional lines above and below the
lines of the primary frequencies. 

For this ocarina, only interval L4 & R1 has a
difference tone that increases with increasing air
pressure. In Table 1, it can be see that pitch L4 is
higher than R1. Because the left ocarina’s pitch
rises faster with increasing air pressure than does
that of the right ocarina, the two pitches diverge
and their interval increases, along with the result-
ing difference tone frequency, visible here between
100 Hz–320 Hz (note the slight whiskers just
above 320 Hz.) Thicker lines on both the source
tones and the difference tones probably represent
hidden frequencies, visible peaks in the spectra.

The two sounds of interval L2 and R3 are rela-
tively close in pitch, producing a low difference
tone visible in Figure 21 as an irregular band at
around 100 Hz. Again, as the lower pitch of the
left chamber rises more rapidly with air pressure,
the two frequencies converge; thus, the difference
tone decreases with the increased air pressure. At
maximum air pressure, there is a brief interruption
of the left chamber. The additional tones above
and below the source frequencies can just be dis-
tinguished in the sonogram. 

On this double ocarina, three close unisons are
produced: L2 and R1, L3 and R1, and L4 and R3
(Track 8, Tab. 1). The frequency ranges of all
respective pitches are slightly different but over-
lapping. For all three intervals, a buzzing is heard
with variations in air pressure; otherwise, the two
sounds are one. In Figure 22 of interval L4 and R3,
the two frequencies appear to be a single line.
Increasing air pressure in the middle thickens the
line, probably with hidden tones; with decreasing
air pressure, the frequencies diverge slightly, heard
as rough tones at the beginning and end of the
sample, and visible here as thickened lines. 

When double instruments are constructed,
unisons can arise accidentally or through adjusting
the size of the fingerholes. By tuning L2 or L3
(thus retuning L4) slightly away from unison
before or after firing, more intervals and thus dif-
ference tones would be available to a performer.
Perhaps the differing character of the unisons was
desired; some holes may not have been opened
individually; one fingerhole may have been tuned
with wax after firing; or perhaps none of this
important. 

For all left hand fingering positions, the differ-
ence tone melody follows the melodic contour of
the fingering sequence chosen for the right ocari-

na. The pattern can be seen in the right ocarina’s
frequencies, Table 1, in the difference tone fre-
quencies, Table 3, and heard in the recording. The
reverse would also be true if the left ocarina’s holes
were opened in a fixed sequence with each right
ocarina pitch held stable. 

7 CONCLUSION

Double whistles are widely distributed through-
out the prehispanic cultures and belong to a cate-
gory of minimal pitch range and wide response of
the timbre to air pressure variations. For flutes
with no fingerholes, alterations in the air pressure
are the only possible performance variable, result-
ing in small but diverse soundscapes of beating,
buzzing, varied air noises, and/or moving differ-
ence tones. Small air pressure adjustments can also
alter the intervals of double flutes, and the result-
ing difference tones.

As I learned over the course of writing this
paper, heterodyne tones can be produced either
within the head, through a nonlinear response of
the basilar membrane of the ear or the auditory
cortex, or externally through an interaction
between two nonlinear sound sources. That het-
erodyne/difference tones are visible in the sono-
grams of four of these seven double flutes suggests
the latter. Despite a physical presence external to
our ears and minds, then as now, we hear hetero-
dyne tones as being created inside our heads, and
performers and audiences alike have strong reac-
tions to them.

Arnd Adje Both extensively studied the aero-
phones of Tenochtitlan and documents instrument
types deposited as a group in ritual offerings,
including high pitched sets of flutes; he proposes
that the various types produced sounds that
belonged to a particular ceremony for a particular
deity29. Furthermore, “the instruments seem to
reflect a musical technology for stimulating the
mind in order to obtain a state of trance. This cor-
responds with information from ethnographic
sources, indicating that the generation of alterna-
tive states of consciousness formed an integral part
of Aztec musical practices.”30

These sounds remain powerful and entrancing
in the right setting, providing the possibility for

29 Both 2005.
30 “Es de suponer que los instrumentos reflejan una técnica

musical para estimular el cerebro con el propósito de alcan-
zar un estado de trance. Esto corresponde con la informa-
ción de las fuentes etnohistóricas, indicando que la gen-
eración de los estados alternativos de conciencia formó
parte integral en las prácticas musicales mexicas” (Both
2005, 203–204; English translation by S. Rawcliffe).
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alterations of consciousness. Prehispanic flutes
seem to have been constructed to utilize difference
tones in many ways. When played, these tones
rise, fall, and disappear with air pressure, mirror-
ing the movement of the more prominent flute’s
sound, or moving in contrary direction. At lower
frequencies, soft vibratos or beats may be heard
from slightly ‘mistuned’ intervals. With air pres-
sure adjustments, two pitches can be altered back
and forth from a perfect interval (e.g. a fifth or
fourth,) in which the fundamentals and most par-
tials and difference tones will be related harmoni-
cally, to an enharmonic one; this movement can be
felt. Sometimes, the difference tones dominate the
sound, as participants become desensitized to the
source tones. Many multiple flutes and flute sets
even have the capacity to play difference tone
melodies.

Heterodyne/combination tones may be mind
altering, disorienting, deafening or entrancing.
Being mainly perceived inside the ears and brain,

in groups using tuned sets of high pitched whis-
tles, players can lose track of who is playing which
sound, themselves or another. I have felt us
entrance and entrain one another; occasionally, a
few individuals react violently. Some people can-
not listen through the high pitches of the flutes to
the moving, beautiful difference tone melodies
below; others become mesmerized. The beating of
closely tuned high pitched intervals might even
feel as if it is shaking apart one’s brain cells. After
some extended sessions, I have been temporarily
deaf in the frequencies of the source tones of a few
multiple flutes or flute sets. I have learned to limit
my exposure and to construct flutes with lower dB
levels. 

Imagine the effect of two flutes played sepa-
rately, then together, or playing a unison and then
diverging; suddenly a third tone magically appears
inside both players and listeners. Perhaps when
listening to difference tone melodies, we are hear-
ing what was once the voice of a deity.
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TRACK LIST

Except as noted, all samples played by Susan Raw-
cliffe

Track 1 Double flute, West Mexico; with four
holes each tube, Fowler Museum.
a) At the fundamentals, there is a 31⁄2
cycles per second beat; the holes of both
flutes are then opened sequentially from
all closed to all open.
b) Difference tone melody, played in the
second register by Scott Wilkinson.

Track 2 Double flute, Rawcliffe; right flute –
three fingerholes; left flute – four finger-
holes. 
a) Two intervals with air pressure varia-
tions only, producing beats and combi-
nation tones.
b) Difference tone melody.

Track 3 Double whistle from Colima, West
Mexico, Classic period, Fowler Muse-
um. First the individual whistles are
heard; played together, strong beats are
heard. Edge tone at the end.

Track 4 Double whistle from Veracruz, Late
Classic, Nopiloa II, A.D. 600–750, pri-
vate collection. The ocarina has one fin-
gerhole. The individual whistles are
heard first; together, a faint, fluttering
tone is heard between the two flutes.
Edge tones before and after. 

Track 5 Double whistle, Ulua – Maya from
Honduras, Late Classic period, private
collection. First the individual whistles
are heard; played together, a buzz is
heard then a low, soft difference tone,
increasing and decreasing along with the
air pressure. Double edge tones at the
end. 

Track 6 Double whistle, Campeche, Jaina –
Maya, A.D. 700–900, private collection.
The individual whistles are heard first;
played together, a low difference tone
decreases with increased air pressure.
Edge tone before and after.

Track 7 Double ocarina, Belize – Maya, Post-
classic period, with two fingerholes each
ocarina. Fowler Museum. Individual
sounds: first the left ocarina, fingering
positions L1 – L4 then the right, posi-
tions R1 – R 4. (See Tab. 1) First played
with steady air pressure, followed by air
pressure variations, except for fingering
L4. The right ocarina has air noise and
audible high partials; the left ocarina
stops at maximum air pressure.

Track 8 Double ocarina, Belize – Maya, Post-
classic period, with two fingerholes each
ocarina. Fowler Museum. Interval com-
binations: Each interval is heard first
with steady air pressure, except as noted,
followed by air pressure variations for
each interval.
Fingering positions L1 with R1 – 4
Fingering positions L2 with R1 – 4
Fingering positions L3 with R1 – 4
Fingering positions L4 with R1 – 4; no
steady air pressure selections.

Track 9 Double ocarina, Belize – Maya, Post-
classic period, with two fingerholes each
ocarina. Fowler Museum. Samples used
for the sonograms, cut from the longer
selections:
2.9” of fingering position L1, 3.6” of fin-
gering position R3, and 3.2” of interval
L1 & R3
3.6” of interval L4 & R1
2.4” of interval L2 & R3
3.4” of interval L4 & R3

Track 10 Double ocarina, Belize – Maya, Post-
classic period, with two fingerholes each
ocarina. Fowler Museum. Difference
tone melody.
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Fig. 1 Double flute, West Mexico, with four fingerholes each tube, Fowler Museum. See Track 1. 
Photograph by Don Cole. 

Fig. 2 Double flute, Rawcliffe; right flute – three fingerholes; left flute – four fingerholes. See Track 2. 
Photograph by Susan Rawcliffe.
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Fig. 3 Double whistle from Colima, West Mexico, Clas-
sic period, Fowler Museum. See Track 3. Photo-

graph by Don Cole.

Fig. 4 a) Double whistle from Veracruz, Late Classic
period, Nopiloa II, A.D. 600–750. Front View. See
Track 4; b) double whistle from Honduras, Maya –
Ulua, Late Classic period. See Track 5; c) double whis-
tle, Campeche, Jaina – Maya, A.D. 700–900. See Track 6.
All flutes from private collection. Photograph by 

Gene Ogami.

Fig. 6 Double ocarina, Belize – Maya, with two finger-
holes each ocarina, Postclassic period, Fowler Museum.

See Tracks 7–10. Photograph by Don Cole.  

Fig. 5 Double whistle from Veracruz, Late Classic peri-
od, Nopiloa II, A.D. 600–750. See Track 4. Back View.
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Fig. 14 Sonogram, 8”, double whistle from Campeche,
Jaina – Maya, A.D. 700–900, first phrase, higher whistle. 

See Track 6. 

Fig. 13 Sonogram, 5”, double whistle, Ulua – Maya
from Honduras, the second, final phrase of the double 

whistle. See Track 5.

Fig. 12 Sonogram, 8”, double whistle from Veracruz,
Late Classic period, Nopiloa II, A.D. 600–750, the sec-

ond, final phrase of both whistles. See Track 4.

Fig. 11 Sonogram, 25.5”, of the double whistle from
Colima, West Mexico, Classic period, the entire phrase

of both whistles. See Track 3.

Fig. 10 Sonogram, 13”, of the Rawcliffe double flute,
the phrase of the first interval. See Track 2.

Fig. 9 Sonogram, 3.6” of the double flute, West Mexico.
Third phrase, difference tone melody. See Track 1.

Fig. 8 Sonogram, 3.4” of the double flute, West Mexico.
Second phrase, difference tone melody. See Track 1.

Fig. 7 Sonogram, 4.7” of the double flute, West Mexico,
Fowler Museum. The first phrase of the first section, a

beat times 3 1⁄2 per second. See Track 1.
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Fig. 22 Sonogram, 3.4”, double ocarina, Belize – Maya,
Postclassic period, interval L4 and R3. See Track 9.

Fig. 21 Sonogram, 2.4”, double ocarina, Belize – Maya,
Postclassic period, interval L2 and R3. See Track 9. 

Fig. 20 Sonogram, 3.6”, double ocarina, Belize – Maya,
Postclassic period, interval L4 and R1. See Track 9. 

Fig. 19 Sonogram, 3.2”, double ocarina, Belize – Maya,
Postclassic period, both ocarinas, interval L1 and R3. 

See Track 9. 

Fig. 18 Sonogram, 3.6”, double ocarina, Belize – Maya,
Postclassic period, higher right ocarina only, fingering 

R3. See Track 9.

Fig. 17 Sonogram, 2.9”, double ocarina, Belize – Maya,
Postclassic period, lower ocarina only, fingering L1. See 

Track 9. 

Fig. 16 Sonogram, 8”, double whistle from Campeche,
Jaina – Maya, A.D. 700–900, final phrase, both whistles. 

See Track 6.

Fig. 15 Sonogram, 7”, double whistle from Campeche,
Jaina – Maya, A.D. 700–900, second phrase, lower 

whistle. See Track 6. 
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